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CO-Series  
Electronic Locks

• Issue PIN Codes, Fobs or Cards
• Easily add and delete users
• Providing Card + PIN for  

added security

“ Our facility has sensitive areas.  
 I want the ability to review 
who gained access and when.”

Introducing the new CO-Series  
from Schlage. 
It gives you the added security and convenience 
of electronic access control—without the cost or 
complexity of a networked solution. CO-Series locks 
offer a range of options to meet your needs.

You have unique needs.  
 We designed the CO-Series to address them.

“ Around here, lost keys and   
  turnover are a big concern.”

“ We run two shifts. I need to  
  be able to schedule 
when employees can and  
 can’t access the building.”

• Control who has access where and when
• Set auto lock and unlock schedules
• Program time zones and holidays

• Retrieve audit trails from the lock
• Review who requested access and when
• Report on mechanical key usage and  

battery status

CO-250

The CO-Series mitigates this concern  
by allowing you:

With the CO-200 and CO-250 you can:

The CO-200 and CO-250 allow you to:



Class 

CO-100 
• Manually programmable
• User rights stored on the lock
• Keypad only

CO-200 (shown)
• Computer programmable
• User rights stored on the lock

CO-250
• Computer programmable
• User rights stored on the card

Sparta  Rhodes Athens Tubular

Compatible. CO-Series Electronic Locks from Schlage Reliable.
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In the world of standalone electronic locks, nothing compares to the CO-Series from Schlage. And because 
CO-Series locks offer a wide variety of options, it’s easy to find the right solution for any facility. For openings with 
a relatively small number of users, we recommend the C0-100. It’s an offline keypad programmable lock. For larger 
applications try the CO-200 or CO-250. They’re computer programmable locks that can provide audit trails. They 
also offer dual credential options (card+PIN) that provide an even greater level of security. 

✓
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ReadeRs 

• Proximity
• Magnetic stripe
• Keypad only
• Proximity plus keypad
• Magnetic stripe plus keypad 

The CO-Series was designed to easily integrate 
into your facility. It can work in conjunction  
with Schlage and Locknetics electronic locks  
and offers expanded cylinder, exit device, and 
credential compatibility.

The CO-Series is compatible with many different 
brands and credential technologies that include 
but are not limited to Schlage, XceedID, and more.

For customers with an installed base of iButtons®,  
a combo proximity keyfob with iButton®  
option is available to make an easy transition  
to prox technology.

Exit Device Compatibility

  Rim sVR CVR Mortise

Von Duprin 98/99

Falcon 25

Corbin Russwin 5000

Precision 21

Yale 7000

Dorma 9300

Von Duprin 22/22F

  = with cylinder   = less cylinder
Note: See pricebook for specific configurations.

Cylinder Compatibility

Credential Compatibility

  Full size   FsIC sFIC
   (key-in-lever 6 pin)   6 pin 6 & 7pin

Schlage 

Falcon 

Sargent 

Corbin Russwin 

Yale  
(also includes Medeco &  
Competitive OEM’s) 

ChassIs 

• Cylindrical
• Mortise
• Mortise deadbolt
• Exit Trim

FInIsh OptIOns

FunCtIOns 

• Classroom/storeroom
• Privacy
• Office

pOweR 

•  4 standard  
off the shelf  
(AA) batteries

 Images shown are not to scale.
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Schlage has a  
rich heritage in security. 

For over 90 years we’ve endeavored  

to develop a complete line-up of security 

solutions you can trust. Simply put,  

we believe everyone deserves peace  

of mind—every day.

When it comes to securing your facility, you  
can’t afford to take chances. CO-Series locks  
are tested to the highest quality and reliability 
standards in the industry, including:

• ANSI/BHMA 156.25 Grade 1* 

• UL 294* 

• UL 10C*

• ADA*

*Certifications in process.  Will be achieved prior to shipment.

There are industry standards, 
and then there are Schlage 
standards. If it has our name 
on it, you can be sure we put 
it through more punishment 
than you ever will.

Visit schlage.com for more information.

leVeR


